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Abstract: According to a subjectivist theory, normative reasons are grounded in facts about our 

desires. According to an instrumentalist theory, reasons are grounded also in facts about the 

relevant means to desired objects. These are distinct theories. The widespread tendency to 

conflate the normativity of subjective and instrumentalist precepts obscures two facts. First, 

instrumentalist precepts incorporate a subjective element with an objective one. Second, 

combining these elements into a single theory of normative reasons requires explaining how and 

why they are to be combined. I argue that the most plausible justification for combining the two 

elements—which appeals to a theory of well-being—exposes the inadequacy of the 

instrumentalist theory: the grounds required to justify the instrumentalist combination are also 

grounds for the normativity of prudential precepts, and with them practical reasons that may 

have no internal connection to an agent’s conative, motivational states. 

 

 

 

Subjectivist and instrumentalist theories of reasons typically aspire to a specifically 

conative form of existence-internalism—according to which a consideration could not be a 

normative practical reason for agents unless it could motivate them.1 This yields one of the main 

attractions of subjectivist and instrumentalist theories. They seem to respect, in virtue of being 

conative internalist theories, an intuitively plausible feasibility constraint: of not demanding of 

an agent what she would not be able to get herself to do.2 This is because, according to a 

subjectivist theory, normative practical reasons are grounded in facts about our desires;3 and 

                                                 
* For comments I am grateful to Farbod Akhlaghi-Ghaffarokh, Pablo Gilabert, Louis-Philippe 

Hodgson, Chris Howard, Kathryn Lindeman, Kieran Oberman, Andrew Reisner, Michael Ridge, Geoff 

Sayre-McCord, several journal referees, and participants at the Foundations of Normativity workshop, 

Edinburgh, June 2016. 
1 On existence-internalism, see Darwall (1983: 54). On conative versus cognitive internalism, see 

Skorupski (2007). 
2  On normativity, feasibility, and getting-oneself-to-do, see Southwood (2016). 
3 Theories that ground reasons in cognitive states may be called subjectivist in a cognitive sense, but 
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according to an instrumentalist theory, normative practical reasons are grounded also in facts 

about the relevant means for promoting the objects of our desires.4 

My purpose here is to raise a significant hurdle for subjectivist and instrumentalist 

theories, in order to suggest that their prospects are rather bleak. I do so first by way of showing 

that subjectivism and instrumentalism are—as the distinct formulations just offered suggest—not 

identical theories. I then argue that, on the one hand, purely subjectivist theories are manifestly 

implausible and, on the other hand, instrumentalist theories either collapse into pure subjectivism 

or must proceed to a prudentialist theory, which acknowledges the normativity of practical 

reasons that may have no internal connection to an agent’s conative, motivational states. 

More specifically, the widespread tendency to treat ‘subjectivism’ and ‘instrumentalism’ 

as synonymous obscures two facts. First, instrumentalist precepts combine a desire-dependent, 

subjective element with a desire-independent, objective element: the subjective element grounds 

reasons in facts about our desires; the objective element grounds reasons in other facts. 

Instrumentalism therefore claims the normativity of precepts not intrinsic to subjectivism. 

Second, combining these subjective and objective elements into a single theory of normative 

reasons requires explaining why they are to be combined in the manner instrumentalism does. 

Both facts come clearly into view if we focus on a purely subjectivist theory of normative 

reasons. No one defends pure subjectivism, but beginning here serves a diagnostic function: 

                                                 
by stipulation I use the terms ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ in the conative rather than cognitive sense. 

(Hence subjectivist theories are equivalent to “Desire-Based” theories (Darwall 1983: 27)). I take 

grounding to be a (transitive and asymmetrical) relation (not operator) whose relata are facts. (Thus 

strictly speaking I should write that subjectivism grounds the fact that one has a reason in facts about 

one’s desires.) As Berker (Forthcoming) shows, appeal to the grounding relation—which I take to be the 

same as the in-virtue-of relation—is ubiquitous in ethics. Nothing I say here hinges on whether normative 

grounding is distinct from metaphysical grounding (Fine 2012) or not (Berker Forthcoming). 
4 For defences of subjectivist or instrumentalist theories, see, e.g., Williams (1981); Hubin (1999); 

Schroeder (2007). 
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isolating the content of pure subjectivism and comparing it to instrumentalism clarifies the 

latter’s objective content. 

With instrumentalism’s hybrid (subjective and objective) nature clearly in view, I then 

suggest that the most plausible justification for combining the two elements into a single theory 

of reasons appeals to a theory of well-being. This appeal, in turn, exposes the inadequacy of 

instrumentalism: the grounds required to justify the instrumentalist combination turn out also to 

be grounds for the normativity of prudential precepts. My thesis is that instrumentalism is an 

unstable halfway house between pure subjectivism (a manifestly implausible theory) and 

prudentialism (which abandons one of instrumentalism’s supposed main attractions, namely 

conative existence-internalism). The upshot is of this argument is to provide further indirect 

support for Skorupski’s (2007) thesis that the only viable form of internalism is cognitive, rather 

than conative. 

Two preliminary terminological points. First, I use ‘desire’ here in the relatively broad 

sense to include any potentially action-motivating, affective pro-attitude towards an action or 

outcome, i.e., any positive conative state.5 Second, I frame the debate between subjectivism and 

objectivism about reasons in terms of precepts each takes to be genuinely normative. 

Philosophers sometimes call normative anything that comprises a set of norms, rules, or precepts 

by which agents are or might be guided. Roman Catholicism, chess, South African law, Persian 

etiquette, prudence, and morality are all “normative” in this sense insofar as they prescribe and 

proscribe various types of action or mental state. These codes are, as a matter of descriptive fact, 

clearly prescriptive: they tell agents what to do or what attitudes to have. But it remains a further 

                                                 
5 See Scanlon (1998: 37-39). I do not, however, use ‘desire’ in the extremely broad, purely formal 

sense for just any potentially action-motivating state: it excludes, for example, purely cognitive states 

such as taking something to be a reason for action (if these can be motivating) (Skorupski 2007: 81). 
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question whether anything counts in favour of agents fulfilling these codes’ precepts—i.e., 

whether individuals have any reasons or ought to fulfil their precepts (Parfit 2011: vol. 1, 144; 

Broome 2013: 11; cf. Wright 1992: 15). This further question points to the second sense of 

‘normative’: something is “genuinely” normative, one might say, insofar as its precepts articulate 

or provide reasons that can help determine what one ought to do (or what state one ought to be 

in). If Roman Catholicism is genuinely normative, then not only does it actually prescribe that 

people undertake some actions, they have reasons to do so, and it might even be the case, if the 

reasons are decisive, that they ought to do so overall. In what follows, I reserve the term 

‘normative’ for the second, genuine sense defined in terms of reasons—where ‘reasons’ refers to 

considerations counting in favour of doing something or being in some state, i.e. normative 

reasons, not motivating or other explanatory reasons that explain individuals’ actions or states 

(Smith 1994; Crisp 2006). 6 

1. Subjectivism: Present Desires 

According to a (conatively) subjectivist theory of normative reasons, an agent’s practical 

reasons for action and affective reasons for desire are grounded in facts about her desires.7 

According to an (conatively) objectivist theory, an agent’s practical and affective reasons are 

grounded in other facts, for example about the event or state of affairs an action would constitute 

or promote, or about the potential objects of desire.  

With this distinction in hand, consider a purely subjectivist theory of practical and 

                                                 
6 I use ‘precept’ to refer to a demand or prescription (which may or may not be genuinely 

normative). I use ‘precept’ rather than ‘requirement’ (as some others do (Broome 1999, 2013)) because 

the latter connotes a strict, overall demand, whereas ‘precept’ can be strict or slack (merely pro tanto).  
7 Many use ‘practical reasons’ for both reasons for action and desire. On the importance of 

distinguishing reasons for action versus reasons for affective states such as desire, see Skorupski (2010). I 

do not follow Skorupski in calling the latter “evaluative reasons” because I wish to suspend judgement on 

the sentimentalist theory lying behind his label. 
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affective reasons. What I call pure subjectivism grounds present practical and affective reasons 

solely in facts about the content of agents’ present desires. Consider the following twin precepts: 

The Subjective Precept for Action (SPA) prescribes that: one presently undertake some 

action if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently desires to undertake the action; 

The Subjective Precept for Desire (SPD) prescribes that: one presently desire some event 

or state of affairs if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently desires that event 

or state of affairs; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to the strength of one’s present 

desire. 

 

Pure subjectivism asserts that these twin precepts are a priori normative principles, and that no 

other precept is normative unless derivable from them. We can put this by saying that, according 

to pure subjectivism, SPA is the only foundationally normative action-precept, and SPD the only 

foundationally normative desire-precept. That SPD merely prescribes what is already the case 

expresses the fact that pure subjectivism does not prescribe to agents any desires they do not 

already have; our interest in SPD arises from the possibility of combining it with other precepts.8 

Two variants of pure subjectivism, for example, appeal to the exclusive foundational 

normativity of either SPA or SPD along with a “bridging” precept purporting to transmit reasons 

from desires to actions or vice versa: 

The Bridging-Transmission Precept for Action (BTPA) prescribes that: one presently 

undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently has a reason 

to desire to undertake the action;9 

The Bridging-Transmission Precept for Desire (BTPD) prescribes that: one presently desire 

                                                 
8 SPD is controversial because it violates a condition of adequacy many impose on normative 

precepts: that it be possible to violate. Many deem this condition self-evident (especially if possibility is 

understood as logical possibility) (Lavin 2004). But individual precepts (as opposed to the set of precepts 

of which they are a part) are not the appropriate object for this condition: inviolable precepts may be 

meaningfully normative in virtue of the role they play in the logical structure of a larger normative theory, 

in conjunction with other, in-principle violable normative precepts. For example, although SPD in 

isolation cannot itself be violated, when combined with BTPA it entails the normativity of SPA (if both the 

former are normative), which is violable. Thus a precept can be normative in virtue of at least two roles: 

to guide action or states (which requires it be violable), and to justify the normativity of other precepts 

(which does not). 
9 The normativity of this bridging precept is entailed by Skorupski’s (2010: 264-267) Bridge 

Principle. 
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to undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently has a reason 

to undertake the action; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to the strength of the present reason. 

 

One variant of pure subjectivism asserts that the only foundationally normative desire-precept is 

SPD, and the only foundationally normative action-precept is BTPA; it then derives the 

normativity of SPA from this combination. A second variant asserts that the only foundationally 

normative action-precept is SPA, and the only foundationally normative desire-precept is BTPD; 

it then derives the normativity of SPD from the exclusive foundational normativity of SPA and 

BTPD. 

The upshot of any of these variants is the same. If pure subjectivism is true, then one 

presently has a reason for action if and only if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently 

desires to undertake the action, and one presently has a reason to desire some event or state of 

affairs if and only if (and in virtue of the fact that) one presently desires that event or state of 

affairs.10 So the fact that you presently desire to visit with your grandmother would furnish you 

an affective reason to desire your visiting with her, and a practical reason to visit with her (and 

the strength of these reasons is proportional to your desire). 

Pure subjectivism need not imply that your reason to visit or to desire to visit your 

grandmother consists in the fact you desire do so: it merely claims you have a reason in virtue of 

that fact. This formulation is open to at least two interpretations: either that your reason does 

consist in the fact you desire to visit your grandmother, or that your reason consists in the fact 

your action would count as an instance of visiting your grandmother and your desire is simply a 

                                                 
10 Note that this conditional formulation, like Schroeder’s hypotheticalism, is in principle compatible 

with having no practical reasons at all: if one has no desires, one has no reasons for action. SP therefore 

specifies the condition under which reasons arise in a way that avoids falling prey to the Korsgaardian 

objection that subjectivism is committed to there being one non-desire-based reason (namely, a reason to 

do whatever one desires) (Schroeder 2007: 48-49, 56-58). 
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background condition explaining why that fact is a reason (Schroeder 2007). (The significance of 

this subtle distinction shall become more apparent once we turn to instrumentalist theories of 

normative reasons.) Either way, your desire grounds the reason. 

I am not aware of anyone who defends pure subjectivism—not even the Cyrenaics did. 

(But it has been the target of attack, by Bishop Butler, for example (Raphael 1969: vol. 1, 348-

349)). My purpose in presenting it here is not to attack a straw-person theory. My purpose is 

diagnostic: to distil the subjective element of any supposedly subjectivist theory, and to show 

that any theory going beyond pure subjectivism incorporates a (conatively) objective element. 

2. Instrumental Transmission 

Pure subjectivism satisfies an especially strong existence-internalist constraint on 

practical reasons: one has a normative reason to undertake an action only if one has a motivating 

reason to undertake it. But this is a bug, not feature: it is what makes pure subjectivism so 

implausible. Its implausibility becomes evident as soon as one notes that the theory rules out the 

intrinsic normativity of the prescription to agents that, if they have a reason to desire some event 

or state of affairs, or a reason to undertake an action, they desire or take the relevant means to it. 

Consider the following Instrumental-Transmission Precepts: 

The pure Instrumental-Transmission Precept for Desire (ITPD) prescribes that: one 

presently desire some event or state of affairs if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is 

a relevant means to some event or state affairs that one presently has a reason to 

desire; 

The pure Instrumental-Transmission Precept for Action (ITPA) prescribes that: one 

presently undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is a relevant 

means to some action that one presently has a reason to undertake; 

The bridging Instrumental-Transmission Precept for Desire (ITPD-B) prescribes that: one 

presently desire some event or state of affairs if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is 

a relevant means to some action that one presently has a reason to undertake; 

The bridging Instrumental-Transmission Precept for Action (ITPA-B) prescribes that: one 

presently undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is a relevant 

means to some event or state of affairs that one presently has a reason to desire; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to the strength of the reason and the 
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relevance of the means; 

and where “means” include causal conditions, criterial connections, facilitating conditions, 

and constitutive conditions.11 

 

If these Instrumental-Transmission Precepts are genuinely normative principles, then an agent 

would have normative reasons to desire and to take the relevant means to her normative ends. 

Such principles would, in other words, transfer reasons from normative ends to relevant means.12 

So you have a practical reason to visit with your grandmother if you have an affective reason to 

desire that you visit with her (by ITPA-B); and you have a practical reason to leave your house if 

you have a practical reason to visit with your grandmother and a relevant means for visiting with 

your grandmother is to leave your house (by ITPA). 

Clearly, a theory of normative reasons that takes the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts 

to be the only foundationally normative precepts fails to incorporate the Subjective Precepts. 

Indeed, such a theory would fail to provide agents with any normative practical or affective 

reasons at all. Since the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts merely transfer reasons that are 

independently normative for agents, if no further foundationally normative precepts are 

incorporated into one’s theory of reasons, then agents have no reasons to be transferred in the 

first place. 

Conversely, pure subjectivism does not intrinsically incorporate the normativity of 

                                                 
11 For this expansive sense of ‘means’, see Hubin (1999: 32); Raz (2005). I leave it open whether 

‘relevant’ refers to what is necessary, sufficient, most efficient, or best for realizing the end or what tends 

to promote the end, or, alternatively, what the agent believes is so, or what the agent could reasonably 

expect or has a sufficient epistemic reason to believe it to be so, etc. Nothing that follows hangs on this. 

Notice that an interpretation of ITP in terms of what the agent believes renders ITP cognitively subjective; 

but it remains conatively objective. 
12 The normative versions of ITP as formulated above are not analytic and, as such, differ from the 

“Transmission principle” discussed by Skorupski (2010: 103-104), which is analytic because he 

characterizes the transferred reason as a reason to pursue some end. ‘To pursue an end’ simply means to 

take the relevant means. The Ends to Means Transmission principle discussed by Broome (2013: 126) is a 

strict version of pure ITPA (it strictly prescribes means to an action one ought to undertake). Cf. 

Kiesewetter (2015). ITP are distinct from rational requirements solely concerning the relation between 

mental states (Broome 2005, 2007; Finlay 2009). Cf. Hampton (1998); Korsgaard (2008). 
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Instrumental Transmission. Consider an agent who desires some event or state of affairs. 

Precisely because she presently desires the end, on the pure subjectivist theory she presently has 

a normative reason to desire it (by SPD). If the object of her desire just is that she undertake some 

action, then she also presently has a reason for action (by SPA). But the desire for some event or 

state of affairs is not the basis for a reason for action unless the desired end consists in the agent 

undertaking the action. The question therefore is whether, in cases where the object of the 

agent’s desire is not some action of her own, but some distinct event or state of affairs to which 

her action would serve as the relevant means, she would have a reason to undertake the action 

even if she did not presently desire to do so. On the pure subjectivist theory, unless the agent 

presently desires to conform to ITP, the answer is no: precisely because she does not desire to 

take the relevant means (nor to conform to ITP), she has no normative reason to do so—even 

though the end in question is normative for her. Since the normativity of SP does not entail the 

normativity of ITP, pure subjectivism does not intrinsically incorporate the normativity of 

Instrumental Transmission:13 you may have a decisive reason to visit with your grandmother (in 

virtue of, say, an overwhelming desire to do so), but you would have no reason to leave your 

house unless you actually desired to leave your house. Pure subjectivism does not intrinsically 

incorporate ITP because the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts prescribe desires and actions 

solely on the basis of mind-independent facts about the world—about what events or states of 

affairs serve as means to other events or states of affairs—rather than, as purely subjective 

precepts do, on the basis of facts about the content of agents’ desires. ITP’s prescriptions to 

agents are not relativized to their desires: they are (conatively) objective, not subjective, 

                                                 
13 Pure subjectivism can incorporate the normativity of Instrumental Transmission but not as a 

necessary truth: ITP will be contingently normative for agents, on the pure subjectivist view, if they 

presently desire to comply with ITP. If the normativity of ITP is necessary, then it is incompatible with 

pure subjectivism. 
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precepts.14 

3. Reasoning-Based Subjectivism? Hypothetical Desires 

Given pure subjectivism’s implausibility, it is no surprise that when so-called subjectivist 

theories of reasons are discussed in the literature, they do not take that form. On one common 

variant, normative reasons are grounded not in agents’ actual present desires, but in a set of 

hypothetical desires: the desires that agents presently would have if they had undergone proper 

(or “ideal”) reasoning and deliberation. For our purposes, it does not matter what proper 

reasoning and deliberation is supposed to mean. (It might mean, for example, acquiring all the 

relevant non-normative factual information, abandoning all false non-normative beliefs, making 

no errors of logic, not violating the requirements of rationality, representing to oneself the 

consequences of one’s actions in a sufficiently vivid way, and/or forming and losing desires in 

response to these cognitive mental processes (Williams 1981; Parfit 1984: 94, 118; Hampton 

1986).) The reasoning-based theory claims the following twin precepts, rather than SP, are the 

only foundationally normative principles: 

The Reasoning-based Precept for Desire (RPD) prescribes that: one presently desire some 

event or state of affairs if (and in virtue of the fact that) one would presently desire 

that event or state of affairs if one had undergone proper reasoning and deliberation 

about the matter; 

The Reasoning-based Precept for Action (RPA) prescribes that: one presently undertake 

some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) one would presently desire to undertake 

the action if one had undergone proper reasoning and deliberation about the matter; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to the present hypothetical desire. 

 

On this reasoning-based theory, no other precept is normative unless derivable from these two. 

The question is what explains why agents have a reason to desire some event or state of 

affairs or undertake some action if (and only if) it is the object, not of their actual desires, but of 

                                                 
14 If “relevant means” denote what agents think are means, then ITP are cognitively subjective, but 

not conatively subjective. As noted, I am using ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ in a conative sense. 
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desires they would have upon reasoning and deliberating properly. There are two possible 

answers: either proper reasoning and deliberating confers normativity to the object of the desires 

that would result from it; or the objects of the desires agents would have upon properly reasoning 

and deliberating are independently normative, and the hypothetical desires are merely a reliable 

heuristic tool for discovering or tracking what reasons one has. It is crucial for my purposes to 

see that on either interpretation, the reasoning-based theory is an at least partly objectivist theory. 

It might initially seem that an attraction of the first option is that it allows the aspiring 

subjectivist to eschew any appeal to objective precepts such as ITP. For example, take an agent 

who presently has a telic desire for some object that would survive proper reasoning and 

deliberation, but who presently has no desire to take the relevant means to her telic end. If one 

specifies the notion of proper reasoning and deliberation such that it would result in acquiring 

desires for the relevant means to the telic ends one would persist in desiring, then upon reasoning 

and deliberating properly the agent presently would desire the relevant means to her actual telic 

end. If the agent’s actual telic end would indeed survive proper reasoning and deliberation, then 

on this interpretation RP prescribes actually desiring and taking those means. 

However, this merely postpones the appeal to objective precepts: the standards of 

reasoning and deliberating properly, whatever they are, comprise objective precepts. For 

example, the precept that one gather all the relevant non-normative factual information, or the 

modus ponens precept that, if one believes ‘if p then q’ and believes that p, one not conclude that 

not-q, are not grounded in any facts concerning agents’ desires. If conforming to such precepts is 

constitutive of reasoning and deliberating properly, then one fails to reason and deliberate 

properly regardless of whether one desires to conform to them or not. None of this is yet to say 

that such precepts, or the notion of proper reasoning, are genuinely normative: it is not to say that 
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anyone has a reason or ought to reason properly. But to say that RP are foundationally 

normative, and to say that reasoning and deliberating properly confers normativity to the objects 

of the desires that would result from doing so, is to assert that the precepts that constitute proper 

reasoning and deliberation are part of what grounds one’s reasons: the precepts of proper 

reasoning or deliberating are incorporated into the twin RP precepts. Although strictly speaking 

RP do not prescribe that one reason or deliberate, they do prescribe that one desire or act in ways 

conforming to the outcome of proper reasoning and deliberation. And the notion of proper 

reasoning and deliberation is itself constituted by desire-independent, objective precepts. 

The reasoning-based theory therefore departs from a purely subjectivist theory of 

practical and affective reasons because it asserts that practical and affective reasons are in part 

grounded in the normativity of objective precepts (Hampton 1998). Hence, while the first option 

is compatible with claiming that RP are the only foundationally normative principles, it entails 

that these principles are, like Instrumental-Transmission principles, objective principles—

according to which the standards of proper reasoning and deliberating (rather than the content of 

agents’ desires alone) help to ground normative reasons. A theory of normative reasons 

incorporating RP is therefore at most a hybrid theory on this interpretation: it is an at least partly 

objectivist theory, insofar as it grounds reasons in desire-independent facts about proper 

reasoning and deliberating. If hypothetical desires are derivative of agents’ actual desires, then it 

is also a partly subjectivist theory, insofar as it grounds reasons in facts about the agents’ present 

desires. (If proper reasoning and deliberating would yield the same desires whatever one’s actual 

desires were, then the reasoning-based based theory would be purely objectivist.) 

The second option, according to which proper reasoning and deliberation discovers 

reasons, concedes this point, but precisely because it claims that hypothetical, reasoning-based 
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desires track our reasons, it is not compatible with claiming that RP is normative. It implies that 

our reasons are normative not in virtue of the fact that they would be hypothetically desired, but 

in virtue of other facts. The second option therefore presupposes the truth of some other set of 

normative principles that explain why some facts about the world (distinct from facts about the 

content of agents’ desires) furnish normative reasons. Therefore, while the second option is 

compatible with the normativity of SP, it does not yield a purely subjectivist theory of normative 

reasons: like the first option, it presupposes in addition a set of objective foundationally 

normative precepts. And if SP are normative, then the most obvious set of objective normative 

precepts to accompany them is ITP. 

4. Instrumentalism: A Hybrid, not Subjectivist, Theory 

The combination of the Subjective Precepts and the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts 

is precisely what yields an instrumentalist theory. Instrumentalism about reasons asserts the 

exclusive but joint foundational normativity of SP and ITP. This combination entails the 

normativity of the following Instrumentalist Precepts:  

The Instrumentalist Precept for Action (IPA) prescribes that: one presently undertake some 

action if and only if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is a relevant means to some 

event or state of affairs that one presently desires; 

The Instrumentalist Precept for Desire (IPD) prescribes that: one presently desire some 

event or state of affairs if and only if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is a relevant 

means to an event or state affairs that one presently desires; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to the strength of one’s present 

desire and the relevance of the means.15 

 

Instrumentalism asserts that the Subjective Precepts and the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts 

are the only foundationally normative principles, which in turn entails the normativity of IP. 

Against this characterization it might be objected, with Mark Schroeder (2007), that 

                                                 
15 For instrumentalist theories, see Gauthier (1986: 25); Hubin (1999). Hubin calls it “Humeanism.” 

See also Williams’s (1981) discussion of “sub-Humeanism.” 
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instrumentalism could bypass any appeal to SP and ITP and directly assert IP as foundationally 

normative: this is what Schroeder calls hypotheticalism.16 But asserting IP as foundationally 

normative does not bypass foundational appeal to SP and ITP because the latter provide an 

analysis of the elements of IP: all versions of instrumentalism incorporate these two distinct 

elements. Schroeder’s hypotheticalism is no exception: hypotheticalism merely provides a 

particular interpretation of why, according to IP, one has a reason to undertake an action in virtue 

of the fact that it is a relevant means to something one presently desires. There are at least two 

possible interpretations of the italicized phrase. On the first, which hypotheticalism rejects, the 

fact that one desires some end constitutes the reason for action (namely, the reason for taking the 

relevant means). So on this first interpretation, the (subjective) fact that you desire to visit your 

grandmother is a reason to leave the house—insofar as it is a (objective) fact that doing so is a 

relevant means for visiting your grandmother. But on the second interpretation, embraced by 

hypotheticalism, the fact that one desires some end does not constitute the reason for action: it is 

merely a background condition explaining why some other fact, not about the subject’s desires 

but about the world, constitutes a reason for action. On this hypotheticalist interpretation, the 

(objective) fact that leaving your house is a relevant means to visiting your grandmother is a 

reason for you to leave the house, and this is explained by the (subjective) fact that you desire to 

visit her. 

Thus any version of instrumentalism, correctly understood, represents IP as incorporating 

two distinct elements: a subjective one and an objective one. Hypotheticalism is no exception: 

recall that SP is itself open to a hypotheticalist interpretation. Hypotheticalism does not eschew 

                                                 
16 Schroeder’s own hypotheticalism roughly corresponds to IPA; his version does not provide an 

account of normative reasons for desire. Schroeder rejects the proportionality clause, but for ad hoc 

reasons designed to salvage hypotheticalism from counterintuitive implications (Enoch 2011). 
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SP; it merely interprets SP in the second, hypotheticalist way I announced earlier. 

It follows that it is a mistake to conflate instrumentalism with subjectivism. 

Instrumentalism is a hybrid theory: it is a partly subjectivist theory, committed to the normativity 

of SP, and a partly objectivist theory, committed to the normativity of ITP. Instrumentalism 

grounds reasons partly in facts about an agent’s desires, and partly in facts about relevant means. 

Of course given that pure subjectivism is not a viable theory, one could by stipulation 

reserve the term ‘subjectivism’ for any theory that incorporates at least one foundationally 

subjective element, i.e., for any theory that at least partly grounds reasons in an agent’s present 

desires. Subjectivism would, on this classificatory scheme, include instrumentalism and (if 

hypothetical desires are derivative of actual present desires) the reasoning-based theory. I think 

this is what lies behind the tendency to equate instrumentalism with subjectivism. But this 

widespread classificatory practice comes with a danger: it risks obscuring the hybrid nature of 

theories such as instrumentalism and, in so doing, obfuscates both the presence of other, 

objective elements and the need for justifying the combination of the Subjective Precepts with 

objective precepts. 

Derek Parfit’s On What Matters provides an excellent illustration of the problem. Parfit 

(2011: vol. 1, 58) claims that according to “the simplest subjective theory” of practical reasons, 

which he calls the “Desire-Based Theory,” “We have reason to do whatever would fulfil any of 

our present desires.” This is roughly what I (and previously Parfit (1984: 117) himself) have 

called instrumentalism. Yet instrumentalism is straightforwardly not “the simplest subjective 

theory.” The simplest theory is pure subjectivism, according to which we have a reason to do, 

and only to do, what we desire to do. As indicated by Parfit’s conditional “would,” his 

formulation of the supposedly most basic version of subjectivism presupposes and incorporates 
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the normativity of Instrumental Transmission—an objective precept. Hence the diagnostic 

function of pure subjectivism. Of course if by stipulation ‘subjectivism’ refers to any theory that 

incorporates a subjective element (and so includes hybrid theories), then we could charitably take 

Parfit to mean that instrumentalism is “the simplest subjective theory” anyone would care to 

defend. Yet we can now see how this classificatory scheme has lead to substantive mistakes. The 

problem shows up in Parfit’s stipulation of the meaning of subjectivism and objectivism. Parfit 

defines objectivist theories as those according to which “there are certain facts that give us 

reason both to have certain desires and aims, and to do whatever might achieve these aims.” He 

defines subjectivist theories, by contrast, as those according to which 

our reasons for acting are all provided by, or depend upon, certain facts about what 

would fulfil or achieve our present desires or aims. Some of these theories appeal 

to our actual present desires or aims. Others appeal to the desires or aims that we 

would now have, or to the choices that we would now make, if we had carefully 

considered all of the relevant facts. Since these are all facts about us, we can call 

these reasons subject-given. If we believe that all practical reasons are of this kind, 

we are Subjectivists about Reasons. (Parfit 2011: vol. 1, 45)  

The passage suffers from a telling equivocation. The opening three sentences by stipulation 

equate subjectivism with the hybrid theories I have called instrumentalism and the reasoning-

based theory. Parfit does this by defining subjectivist theories as those grounding reasons in 

“facts about what would fulfil or achieve our present desires.” But the passage’s penultimate 

sentence glosses these as “all facts about us.” These formulations are not equivalent. Facts about 

what would fulfil our desires are not “all facts about us.” They also comprise facts about the 

causal structure of the world, independently of the agent. That an agent has a desire is a fact 

about the agent. But that something would be the relevant means for fulfilling some desire is a 

fact about the world independently of whether any agent does have the desire in question.17 The 

                                                 
17 Someone might object to this by saying: “Surely the fact F that some means M would fulfil my 

desire D is just a fact about me!” We can dissolve the objection by distinguishing two facts: the fact F1 

that some means M would bring about some event or state of affairs Z; and the fact F2 that the object of 
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fact something will fulfil my desire is a composite of a fact about me and a fact that is not about 

me. The discrepancy between Parfit’s two formulations illustrates how easily contemporary 

philosophers slide between defining subjectivism as including objective elements—enabling 

them to count instrumentalism as the quintessentially subjectivist theory—to losing sight of the 

incorporated objective elements, by mischaracterizing hybrid theories as if the facts in which 

they ground reasons are wholly about the subject. 

Focussing on pure subjectivism therefore does not merely help to identify the distinctly 

subjective element of subjectivist theories. It also keeps in view what has been obscured by the 

widespread tendency to equate instrumentalism with subjectivism: that instrumentalism is a 

hybrid theory combining subjective and objective elements. Subjectivism takes facts about 

agents’ desires to ground normative reasons. But taking facts about what would fulfil desires to 

ground reasons appeals to the normativity of a set of objective precepts about Instrumental 

Transmission that are not an intrinsic part of a subjectivist theory of practical reasons. 

5. Justifying the Instrumentalist Hybrid 

The payoff of this conceptual housekeeping is to bring into focus the substantive problem 

with instrumentalism. Once we keep in view the objectivity of the Instrumental-Transmission 

Precepts, the question facing those who plop it together with the Subjective Precepts to produce 

instrumentalism takes centre stage: How can these two distinct sets of precepts—the one 

objective, the other subjective—be successfully combined into a single theory of practical and 

affective reasons? The combination is formally coherent, of course, insofar as SP and ITP are 

logically compatible. But a successful defence of the combination requires a substantive 

                                                 
my desire D is Z. While F2 is a fact about me, F1 is not. The objection is reducible to: “Surely the fact F1 

that some means X would bring about the event or state of affairs Z (which event happens to be, as a 

matter of fact F2, the object of my desire Y) is just a fact about me!” The objection fails because F1 is not 

a fact about me. The fact intrinsically about me is the fact F2 that the object of my desire D is Z. 
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justification. (One might worry, for example, that adding an objective element to SP may 

evacuate subjectivism’s main attraction, namely, satisfying an existence-internalist constraint.) 

The fact that a purely subjectivist theory grounded solely in SP is implausible—because it yields 

counterintuitive results—does of course provide a good justification for turning to other, 

objective precepts. But one can include objective precepts in one’s theory of reasons in at least 

three ways: (a) hold onto SP and combine them solely with ITP, as instrumentalism does; (b) 

hold onto SP and combine them with other objective precepts (as well) to yield a different hybrid 

theory; or (c) abandon SP altogether to yield a purely objectivist theory of reasons. Taking the 

first option therefore faces two justificatory challenges: not only to justify combining SP with 

nothing more than ITP, but also to justify holding onto SP rather than turning to a purely 

objectivist theory. 

The most promising way to meet the challenge is to provide a justification grounded in an 

account of the function of normative concepts in core normative practices  (Southwood 2016) 

such as deliberation or reasoning about what to do (or feel)—or, if you prefer, an account of 

what normative reasons are for. And the most obvious candidate for a theory such as 

instrumentalism—whose point of departure is subjectivism—is the following: that the function 

of normative reasons in deliberation is to direct us in pursuing, as Christoph Fehige (2001: 49) 

puts it, what we care about or what is “dear to our hearts…as best we can” (cf. Schmidt 2016: 

22). The thought here is that one could justify holding onto SP and combining them with ITP in a 

way that is not ad hoc, by identifying a common thread running through both the subjective and 

objective components of instrumentalism. There are at least two ways of pursuing this common-

thread justificatory strategy: value based and deontic. 

On the value-based proposal, the ultimate point of normativity lies in promoting agents’ 
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good or well-being: the normativity of precepts arises from their role in promoting well-being.18 

The proposal here is to combine the Subjective and Instrumental-Transmission Precepts, in a 

way that is not ad hoc, into a single theory of normative reasons insofar as both elements have a 

common justificatory relationship to well-being—where well-being somehow results from desire 

fulfilment. Here the truth (articulated by normative SP) that one has a normative reason to 

undertake some action if one desires to do so would be explained by reference to the fact that 

fulfilling the desire to so act is a relevant means for promoting one’s well-being. Concomitantly, 

the truth (articulated by normative ITP) that one has a normative reason to take the relevant 

means to one’s normative end would be explained in the same way: because doing so is the 

relevant means for promoting one’s well-being. Thus the two sets of precepts would be 

combined, in a non-ad hoc way, by explaining the normativity of each in terms of agents’ own 

good.  

The value-based proposal could be framed in relation to either a desire-fulfilment or 

mental-state theory of well-being. The former takes agents’ well-being intrinsically to consist in 

the objective satisfaction or fulfilment of their (telic) desires. The latter takes well-being to be 

instrumentally served by the fulfilment of desires. (For example, desire satisfaction may be a 

relevant means to experiencing pleasure). Either way, taking the relevant means to fulfilling 

one’s desires is normally a relevant means for promoting one’s well-being. 

The deontic proposal bypasses any reference to well-being, and instead focusses directly 

on desire fulfilment. On the deontic proposal, the role of normative reasons and reasoning just is 

to promote the fulfilment of one’s desires; indeed, perhaps normativity ultimately reduces to 

promoting the fulfilment of one’s desire (Schroeder 2007). Here the truth (articulated by 

                                                 
18 See Crisp’s (2006: 36-37) defence of “welfarism about reasons.” 
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normative SP) that one has a normative reason to undertake some action if one desires to do so 

would be explained by reference to the fact that doing so is a way of satisfying one’s desire. 

Concomitantly, the truth (articulated by normative ITP) that one has a normative reason to take 

the relevant means to one’s normative end would be explained in the same way: because doing 

so, when ultimate ends are normative in virtue of being the object of desire, is the relevant means 

of satisfying desires. 

The deontic proposal is less promising than the value-based proposal. Consider a world in 

which satisfying one’s desires is ordinarily painful, debilitating, and detrimental to bodily and 

mental functioning. Assume, moreover, that such outcomes are noxious to well-being, so that 

one’s well-being is best served by learning either to live with unsatisfied desires or, as the 

Epicureans recommended, by relinquishing desires to attain the felicitous state of ataraxia.19 It is 

hard to see why, under such conditions, one would have reasons to promote satisfying one’s 

desires. This suggests that the normativity of taking the means to what one desires depends on 

the contribution of desire satisfaction to well-being. Alternatively, drop any empirical 

assumptions about the painfulness (etc.) of desire satisfaction, and simply assume the truth of an 

objective-list theory according to which well-being is achieved by refraining from satisfying 

one’s desires, relinquishing them, and acting to satisfy other people’s desires. Again, it is hard to 

believe that, if this theory of well-being were true, an instrumentalist theory of reasons could be 

true. Why? The most plausible explanation is that the normativity of the Instrumentalist Precepts 

depends on the contribution that desire satisfaction makes to well-being. 

I shall therefore focus on the value-based proposal. My goal is to show that, contrary to 

initial appearances, it cannot justify the instrumentalist combination of SP and ITP. (For 

                                                 
19 Assuming a non-desire-satisfaction theory of well-being does not beg the present question because 

here we are considering theories of reasons, not well-being or value. 
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simplicity’s sake, I focus on the desire-fulfilment theory, treating the hedonist mental-state 

theory only parenthetically to suggest the verdict applies either way). 

6. A Value-Based Justification of Instrumentalism? 

Desire-fulfilment theories of well-being face a number of important difficulties, but one 

is of particular relevance for a theory of reasons: the problem of time (Brandt 1992; Sarch 2013; 

Dorsey 2013). Focussing on this problem—concerning the temporal relation between agents’ 

actions, the satisfaction of their desires, and their good—shows precisely why the value-based 

proposal cannot justify instrumentalism. 

The core problem is that, on the one hand, agents’ desires change over time but that, on 

the other hand, present actions are normally means only to the future satisfaction of one’s 

desires. (The exception is when the object of one’s desire is that one undertake a particular 

action.) We might therefore ask whether and, if so, when the future satisfaction of a present 

desire an agent has, but which she will no longer have at the time of satisfaction, contributes to 

her well-being (Lin 2018). Assume, for the sake of argument, that the satisfaction of the desire 

does in fact contribute to her well-being, and that we are concerned only with the second 

question, i.e., when she benefits. 

Consider two potential views about the timing of benefit. On the time-of-object view 

about timing, agents benefit when the object of their desire obtains (regardless of when they have 

the desire).20 On the time-of-desire view about timing, they benefit at the times they have the 

desire (regardless of when the object obtains).21 Neither of these two views is viable. First, both 

                                                 
20 If my present, future-directed desire that I be in Rome in 2030 will be satisfied in 2030, then it is 

now true that the object of my desire obtains in the future. But this does not show that my present desire is 

presently satisfied: the object of my desire obtains at the time the truthmaker of the propositional object of 

my desire happens, not at the (eternal) time when the proposition is true (Bradley 2009: 23-24). 
21 The first view is discussed in the literature, but I have not seen it defended. The second is defended 

by Dorsey (2013). 
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yield highly implausible results. The time-of-object view implies that the well-being of someone 

who presently arranges a dream vacation for months later, but whose tastes and values will 

change in the interim, will be enhanced by her trip precisely while she finds the trip unbearable, 

wishes she never came, and desires to be back home. The time-of-desire view implies that the 

future fulfilment of one’s present desire can retroactively contribute to one’s present well-

being—even though one’s desire has not yet been satisfied. These two views yield implausible 

results because, second, they each violate a basic constraint on desire-fulfilment theories: a 

necessary condition for benefitting from desire-satisfaction at any given point in time is that, at 

that time, all the necessary conditions of benefitting have been met (Lin 2018). On the desire-

fulfilment theory, two necessary conditions must be met for one’s well-being to be enhanced: (1) 

one must have a desire for some object and (2) the object of the desire must obtain. The time-of-

object view claims one can benefit even at times when the first condition has not yet been met, 

and the time-of-desire view claims one can benefit even at times when the second condition has 

not yet been met. Neither view solves the problem of time. 

On a third view, concurrence about timing, agents benefit only at those times in which 

the object of their desire obtains while they also have the desire.22 On a fourth view, 

asymmetrism about timing, if agents have the desire before it is satisfied (as with future-directed 

desires), they benefit when their desire is satisfied; if the object of their desire obtained before 

they have the desire (as with past-directed desires), they benefit when they have the desire; and if 

                                                 
22 Concurrence about benefits and timing is defended by Heathwood (2005). The concurrence view 

is sometimes criticized on the grounds that it (a) implies that the satisfaction of past-directed and future-

directed desires cannot contribute to an agent’s well-being (Bradley 2009: 23; Sarch 2013: 232; Dorsey 

2013: 151) and (b) rules out the possibility of posthumous events affecting agents’ well-being (Bradley 

2009: 22). These are implications of concurrence about benefits—the view that welfare is enhanced if and 

only if the object of one’s desire obtains while one has the desire—but not of concurrence about timing. 

Concurrence about timing is compatible with some events benefitting atemporally, i.e., enhancing overall 

welfare but not at any particular time. 
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their desire is satisfied when they have it (as with present-directed desires), they benefit at that 

time.23 Both of these views about timing avoid violating the basic constraint of which the time-

of-object and time-of-desire views run afoul. 

It is not necessary, for our purposes, to decide between these latter two views about 

timing: they both agree that the future satisfaction of an agent’s present desire cannot presently 

benefit her. On no desire-fulfilment theory that respects the basic constraint could the future 

satisfaction of an agent’s present desire retroactively contribute to her present well-being: her 

desire is not yet satisfied. (We can make a similar point about hedonist theories.) 

To see the problem this poses for instrumentalism, imagine you presently desire that, in 

six days’ time, you visit with your grandmother. The sheer fact that you will visit in six days’ 

time does not now, while your desire remains unfulfilled, contribute to your present well-being. 

Because your desire to visit has not yet been fulfilled, you are not now better off in virtue of your 

future visit. True, you might presently be better off in virtue of imagining the future fulfilment of 

your desire—you may presently experience anticipatory pleasure, which you presently desire to 

experience. But you do not presently experience the anticipatory pleasure in virtue of the future 

fulfilment of your desire—the future fulfilment cannot retroactively cause your present pleasure, 

and you can experience anticipatory pleasure even if your desire will never be fulfilled. Thus if 

you, the grandchild, presently undertake an action, such as boarding a ship, which is the relevant 

means to fulfilling your desire to visit with your grandmother, your action does not contribute to 

your present well-being in virtue of the future fulfilment of your desire. Insofar as the action 

contributes to the future fulfilment of your desire, at best it either contributes to your overall 

well-being without contributing to your well-being at any particular point in time (if atemporal 

                                                 
23 Lin (2018) provides a defence of asymmetrism about timing (but is non-committal between 

concurrence and asymmetrism). 
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benefits are possible), or it contributes to your well-being at the time the desire is fulfilled. 

Satisfying your present desire to visit with your grandmother in six days’ time may even 

diminish your future well-being: consider the case in which your desires will change such that, at 

the end of the six-day journey by ship, you will experience, upon actually being in your 

grandmother’s presence, a deep aversion to the circumstances in which you will find yourself 

(Nagel 1970).  

Recall that, on the instrumentalist theory, the fact that some action is a relevant means to 

some desired end furnishes a reason to desire and to undertake the action. The value-based 

proposal we are considering purports to explain this reason-relation by supposing that 

undertaking the action would contribute to one’s well-being (in virtue of helping to satisfy one’s 

desire). The example above confronts instrumentalism with a basic challenge. The challenge 

concerns why one would presently have a reason to undertake an action that is the relevant 

means to the future satisfaction of one’s present desire. Why should the fact that some present 

action is a relevant means to the future satisfaction of one’s present desire give one a present 

reason to undertake it, given that it cannot enhance one’s present well-being? The only answer 

the proponent of the value-based proposal can give is that one has a practical reason to act to 

promote one’s future well-being. Yet this reason is not one that intrinsically arises from the 

normativity of IP (or SP or ITP). The Instrumental Precept for Action merely prescribes 

undertaking actions that are the relevant means to events or states one presently desires; it does 

not intrinsically prescribe promoting one’s future well-being. After all, an agent may not care 

much about, and hence fail to desire, his future well-being. 

Consider an out-of-shape person who presently desires that he were physically fit and 

who, on the basis of all the relevant and correct information, reasonably and correctly judges that 
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at all points in the future he will continue to desire his physical fitness, that being fit would 

enhance his well-being, and that some present set of actions, such as exercising, is a relevant 

means for fulfilling his ongoing present-directed desire to be fit. Imagine, however, that his 

awareness of all these truths nevertheless fails presently to give rise to any desire to take these 

relevant means: he does not desire to exercise. This may happen because even if the agent were 

to take the relevant means, his ongoing desire would not be satisfied, nor his good enhanced, 

until at some point in the future, and he may at present simply not care enough about his future 

good and the future satisfaction of his future desires (or future pleasures). Perhaps he is a 

Cyrenaic who lives for the moment. The case in which a present action would be geared towards 

a future result is paradigmatic of instrumental action: if the contemplated action is supposed to 

be a causal means to promoting some distinct end, then it must temporally precede the realization 

of the end. That the agent nevertheless has a reason presently to take the relevant means to fulfil, 

in the future, a desire of his presupposes that he has a reason to secure his future (or overall) 

well-being. 

The challenge to the value-based proposal—without an additional practical precept that 

prescribes promoting one’s future well-being—would remain unaddressed even if the agent did 

presently desire his future well-being. For this present desire would still be a future-directed 

desire that could not be satisfied at present. So we could once again ask, with respect to this 

desire, why the fact that taking the relevant means to satisfy it in the future gives him a present 

reason to take those means. The temporal gap cutting through instrumentalism could in practice 

be filled only if the agent presently desired to act to promote his future well-being. Here the 

value-based proposal could explain the instrumentalist prescription: taking the relevant means to 

satisfying his present desire in the future would serve his present well-being in virtue of 
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presently satisfying his present desire to act. But the temporal gap remains unfilled for anyone 

who fails presently to desire to take the relevant means to his future well-being, i.e., the means to 

satisfying in the future his present desire. 

7. Prudentialism 

The problem of time therefore raises the question of the normativity of precepts of 

prudence that prescribe caring about and undertaking actions to promote one’s ongoing, overall, 

or future well-being. It shows why the value-based proposal, far from supporting an 

instrumentalist union of ITP with SP, instead supports combining Instrumental Transmission 

with precepts of prudence. At its most abstract, prudence concerns the temporal transfer of 

normative reasons and their proper weighing in present reasoning and deliberation. My interest 

here is in the more concrete sense of prudence concerned with the temporal transfer and proper 

weighing of reasons specifically grounded in an agent’s own well-being (Nagel 1970: 36; 

Korsgaard 2008: 28). Concrete prudentialism endorses the foundational normativity of the 

following precepts: 

The pure Concrete Prudential Precept for Desire (CPPD) prescribes that: one presently 

desire some event or state of affairs if (and in virtue of the fact that) that event or 

state of affairs is a component of one’s overall good; 

The pure Concrete Prudential Precept for Action (CPPA) prescribes that: one presently 

undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact that) it is a component of one’s 

overall good; 

where the strength of the prescription is proportional to the strength of the event or state of 

affair’s contribution to one’s overall good. 

The normativity of these precepts and ITP would together imply the normativity of the following 

Concrete Prudential Precepts: 

The Concrete Instrumental-Transmission Prudential Precept for Desire (CPPD-ITP) 

prescribes that: one presently desire some event or state of affairs if (and in virtue 

of the fact that) it is a relevant means to some event or state affairs that is a 

component of one’s overall good; 

The bridging Concrete Instrumental-Transmission Prudential Precept for Action (CPPA-

ITP) prescribes that: one presently undertake some action if (and in virtue of the fact 
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that) it is a relevant means to some event or state of affairs that is a component of 

one’s overall good; 

where the strength of each prescription is proportional to strength of the event or state of 

affair’s contribution to one’s overall good and the relevance of the means. 

 

The weak version of concrete prudentialism endorses the normativity of CPP without the 

proportionality clause (and discounts contributions to one’s future good); the strong version 

endorses the proportionality clause. 

The upshot of concrete prudentialism is that agents have a normative reason presently to 

care about and to take the relevant means to their own future well-being, even if they presently 

do not care and do not desire to take those means; the strong version implies that agents’ most 

decisive normative reasons, amongst those arising from their own well-being, are to be most 

concerned with and to act for their overall well-being. The Prudential Precepts are clearly 

objective precepts: the concrete version prescribes that agents presently care for and promote 

their future well-being regardless of whether they do presently care for it and desire to promote it 

or not. 

We are now in a position to state why instrumentalism’s exclusive combination of SP and 

ITP as the only foundationally normative precepts is insufficient. The insufficiency consists in a 

dilemma: either the theory’s incorporation of Instrumental Transmission is idle, such that 

instrumentalism collapses into a purely subjectivist theory, or instrumentalism is incoherent. The 

only way the value-based proposal can justify combining SP and ITP into a single theory is by 

also incorporating the Prudential Precepts. 

Recall that the value-based proposal justifies combining SP and ITP into a single theory 

insofar as both sets of precepts prescribe what is in the agent’s own well-being. There is an 

ambiguity in this formulation, however. On the first, presentist interpretation, the well-being in 

question, by which the inclusion of the two sets of precepts is justified and hence in which 
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normative reasons are grounded, is exclusively the agent’s present well-being. But the 

instrumentalist who appeals to this presentist version of the value-based proposal, and thereby 

eschews the Prudential Precepts, is impaled on the first horn of the dilemma. This is because of 

the problem of time. Recall that whenever some present action is not itself (at least partly) the 

object of one’s present desire, but is the relevant means for bringing about some distinct event or 

state of affairs that one presently desires, the action precedes the realization of the desired event 

or state of affairs. It therefore precedes the consequent satisfaction of one’s present desire. This 

means that the present action can be the relevant means for satisfying one’s present desire only in 

the future. But on no plausible interpretation of the desire-fulfilment (or hedonist) theory can the 

future satisfaction of one’s present desire contribute to one’s present well-being. And since 

presently taking the relevant means to satisfying one’s present desire will not contribute to one’s 

present well-being, it follows from the presentist version of the value-based proposal that ITP 

can be normative, and furnish reasons for action, only for actions that are themselves the object 

of one’s present desire. They are therefore completely idle: they add nothing to SP. The 

instrumentalist theory therefore collapses into the purely subjectivist theory. 

The inclusion of the Instrumental-Transmission Precepts yields additional content if it is 

justified by the global, rather than presentist, version of the value-based proposal. The global 

interpretation refers to overall rather than present well-being: what is supposed to justify the 

exclusive combination of SP and ITP in a single theory of reasons is that both sets of precepts 

prescribe what is in the agent’s overall good. Here ITP would not be idle because they are 

supposed to yield normative reasons beyond those furnished solely by SP, namely, desiring and 

taking the relevant means to one’s future well-being. Yet this is precisely why adopting the 

global interpretation impales instrumentalism on the second horn of the dilemma. The theory is 
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incoherent: it combines SP and ITP as the sole normatively foundational principles, to the 

exclusion of any other precepts, on the basis of an explanation that tacitly relies on the 

normativity of the Concrete Prudential Precepts! This appeal to CPP is precisely what 

distinguishes the global from the presentist interpretation. The very same justification, globally 

interpreted, for combining SP and ITP into a single theory also justifies the inclusion of CPP. 

I take it that this result—the fact that, for anyone committed to the normativity of SP, the 

grounds for adding to this the normativity of ITP are also grounds for adding the normativity of 

CPP—undermines Parfit’s defence, in Reasons and Persons, of the present-aim theory against 

what he calls the self-interest theory of reasons. According to the present-aim theory, only facts 

about one’s present aims or desires and the relevant means for satisfying them furnish present 

normative practical reasons, while according to the self-interest theory, only facts about one’s 

own overall well-being and the relevant means for enhancing it provides such reasons. The 

former is an exclusively instrumentalist theory, the latter a concrete prudentialist one. One 

argument Parfit provides against the self-interest theory is that it is an unstable half-way house 

between the present-aim theory of reasons and moral theories. The present-aim theory is agent- 

and time-relative in Parfit’s sense: only an agent’s own aims and only present aims can furnish 

him with reasons. A moral theory is agent- and time-neutral: anyone’s aims at any time can 

furnish an agent with reasons. The self-interest theory, by contrast, is agent-relative but time-

neutral: only an agent’s own aims, but his aims at any time, can furnish him with reasons. Parfit 

(1984: 137-148) argues that the self-interest theory is vulnerable to attack from both directions—

from the present-aim theory and from moral theories—because the same justifications that one 

might give for relativity or neutrality with respect to either agents or time apply to both. My 

argument turns the tables on Parfit: the present-aim theory itself is an unstable half-way house 
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between pure subjectivism and prudentialism. Either the justification for adding ITP to SP 

renders ITP idle, collapsing instrumentalism into pure subjectivism, or the justification for 

adding ITP to SP also justifies adding CPP, which yields prudentialism. 

I conclude that the prospects for a subjectivist or instrumentalist theories of practical 

reasons are bleak. Pure subjectivism is implausible (which is why no one defends it). But 

instrumentalism either collapses into pure subjectivism or, if it seeks to go beyond by 

incorporating the normativity of Instrumental Transmission, it must embrace prudentialism. The 

latter option abandons the existence-internalist requirement that something is a practical reason 

for agents only if it could motivate them: an agent’s future well-being would ground her present 

reasons even if she were not motivated by her future wellbeing. 
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